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It’s a proven fact that the Cord King CS-Series has 
the fastest production rate on the planet. Using a 
carbide tooth slasher saw, CS-Series models 
quickly cut through lumber. Cord King’s CS-Series 
are also the only processors available with a 4- to 
28-way hydraulically adjustable splitting system. 
CS-Series features include:

Saw: 44 tungsten carbide teeth circular saw
Engine: 140 HP diesel tier III (John Deere or CAT 
engines recommended)
Fuel capacity: 30 gallon fuel tank
Hydraulic oil reservoir: 130 Gallons
Hydraulic oil cooler capacity: 48,000 BTU/hour
Weight: 14,000 pounds, including tandem axle 
and electric brakes
Hitch: Pintle ring hitch

CONTACT OUR HEAD OFFICE

+1.888.219.WOOD (9663)

Fastest cut-to-cut cycle time (3 to 5 seconds)

4 to 10 full cords per hour production rate

42-ton splitter (standard), with 58- and 

72-ton splitters also available

Lifetime splitting chamber warranty

Fully built to your spec

CS27-40 SPECIFICATIONS

CALL US!
+1.888.219.WOOD (9663)
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CHAINSAW 
FIREWOOD PROCESSORS
(CORD KING M-SERIES)

We build all Cord King machines on-site from 
raw materials. Every component is built from 
scratch, which means replacement parts are 
just a phone call away. Getting parts is never 
an issue! Unlike other firewood processors on 
the marketplace, when you call us for a 
replacement, we’re able to ship overnight for 
installation the next day.

LESS MAINTENANCE
Because Cord King machines have less than 
half the moving parts of other processors on 
the market, maintenance takes a fraction of 
the time. All our processors are built to last 
and give you exceptional service and value for 
years to come. When you choose Cord King, 
you’re choosing a reliable manufacturer that 
stands behind their product.

Cord King’s M-Series processors use high-quality 
harvester bar saws to cut wide-diameter logs. 
The M-Series range has the highest production 
rate in its category. Though slower than a circular 
saw, our bar saw processors are highly produc-
tive mobile machines, ideal for jobs where time is 
not a critical factor. M-Series features include:

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE
M-Series models are fully customizable to your 
exact specifications. Let us know the log size you 
work with and we can build a machine 
tailor-made to your needs. Give us a call for more 
information!

Saw: Hydraulic-driven 32” saw with pressure 
relief system
Engine: 60 HP CAT diesel
Fuel capacity: 25-gallon fuel tank
Hydraulic oil reservoir: 65 gallons 
Weight: 8,850 pounds, including tandem axle and 
electric brakes
Hitch: 2 and 5/16” ball hitch

Ability to cuts the widest-diameter logs

1.5 to 5 full cords per hour production rate

29-ton splitter (35-ton ram also available)

Lifetime splitting chamber warranty

Fully built to your specs

M24-30 SPECIFICATIONS

EVEN MORE 
CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

(ADD-ONS & ACCESSORIES)

Our accessories give you even greater control 
over your finished product and can easily be added 
to any machine. Our line of products includes a full 
range of debris and offloading conveyors, debris 
separators, hydraulically adjustable splitting 
wedges, PTO and electric motors, as well as safety 
features and the world’s only one-hand joystick 
operation.t

CONVEYORS AND SEPARATORS 
The Grizzly debris separator removes up to 80% of 
debris from the wood pile or truck, and when 
paired with the Tumble King debris tumbler, you 
can keep your finished product clean while sepa-
rating sawdust and smaller pieces for kindling and 
other by-products. Cord King debris and offload-
ing conveyors help you keep any mess under 
control while ensuring easy stacking of cords.t

MACHINE ADD-ONS
All Cord King processors have the option of a PTO 
or electric motor for added functionality. Our 
Grapple Assist helps even the most crooked logs 
feed properly and stay stable during cutting. Trap 
doors allow for smooth log transition, and our 
automatic splitter streamlines any job.

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE
1-888-219-WOOD (9663)

OVERNIGHT 
PARTS REPLACEMENT

(BUILD TO SPEC ON-SITE)
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